
 

ABSTRACT 

SZE, DAPHNE Modeling and Programming Methods to Streamline Biomaterial Development. 
(Under the direction of Dr. Donald Freytes). 
 

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a 3D network of proteins and molecules secreted by 

native cells that provide biochemical and biomechanical cues for tissue homeostasis, 

organization, and specialization. The composition and organization of the ECM varies by tissue 

type, with development and disease, and is constantly remodeled by cells. Given the key role the 

native ECM plays in tissue homeostasis, engineered scaffolds based on natural or synthetic 

polymers are currently used as a biomaterial to guide wound healing. However, each tissue has 

its own complex microenvironment making it difficult to fully understand and recapitulate the 

array of factors required to achieve complete remodeling of the wound site. Decellularized 

tissues have become a popular approach where intracellular content is removed from the native 

tissue leaving behind most of the ECM components. This results in a scaffold that is tissue 

specific and mimics the organization and biochemistry of the tissue.  

Tissue decellularization has been widely researched with a variety of different manual 

and automated protocols used to decellularize the tissue that may require up to 2.5 weeks and 21 

manual steps. With the variation in fabrication method, tissue source, and even consistency 

between batches, there is a correspondingly large variation in end products. Furthermore, these 

studies differ in how a successful decellularization is quantified or defined making comparisons 

difficult. There is currently no consensus on the decellularization acceptance criteria and further 

regulation is required.  

To reduce product variability, our lab has developed a bioreactor to automate the 

decellularization process and reduced production time while preserving ECM content and 

maintaining cytocompatibility. Here, the bioreactor was generalized to define a mathematical 



 

model that can be directly linked to easily quantifiable end points and measurements relevant to 

the decellularization process. The exponential plateau equation was derived and found to fit 

experimental data of the amount of DNA quantified within the bioreactor reagents as a measure 

of DNA extracted from the tissue. The decellularization process was then modelled in Simulink 

as holistic process model for each reagent and fit to existing data to estimate experimental 

parameters. This model can be used to inform future experiments and optimize protocols by 

computationally varying experimental variables and setting requirements. 

With different tissue sources and optimized procedures, characterization of the final 

decellularized product is crucial to understand the effects of these changes. Additionally, the lab 

has further developed this platform to create a universal decellularization protocol that is 

applicable to multiple soft tissue types. To assess ECM content, discovery proteomics was run on 

8 tissue sources with 3 replicates, each with up to 2000 corresponding proteins and various 

quality control parameters. R was used to program a script to import and sort the data as well as 

provide analysis on principal component analysis, protein intersections, and generate heatmaps 

for ECM related protein comparisons. This code allowed for the processing of large datasets 

while providing targeted analysis for decellularization specific outcomes.  

Overall, this thesis aims to explore the use of mathematical modeling and programming 

to streamline biomaterial production in an automated bioreactor as well as improve the analysis 

of the final decellularization product. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO DECELLULARIZED TISSUES IN 

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE  

1.1 Extracellular matrix in wound healing 

 The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a 3D network of proteins and molecules secreted by 

cells that provide biochemical and biomechanical cues for tissue homeostasis, organization, and 

specialization1. The bulk of the matrix is comprised of glycosaminoglycans like hyaluronic acid 

that form a hydrogel to provide buffering, hydration, and force resistance as well as fibrous 

proteins like collagens, elastins, fibronectins and laminins to provide structure1. The ECM also 

includes features that regulate cell behavior including topography, ligands, growth factors, 

cytokines, as well as matrix bound vesicles2. The composition and organization of the ECM not 

only varies by tissue type but also with development and disease. There are complex interactions 

within the ECM in which cells are constantly secreting and remodeling the matrix, while the 

matrix in turn provides signals that change gene expression and cell phenotype3,4. 

Given the key role the native ECM plays in tissue homeostasis, engineered scaffolds 

based on natural or synthetic polymers are currently used as a biomaterial to guide wound 

healing. However, each tissue has its own complex microenvironment making it difficult to fully 

understand and recapitulate the array of factors required to achieve complete remodeling of the 

wound site. Decellularized tissues have become a popular approach where intracellular content is 

removed from the native tissue leaving behind most of the ECM components5. This results in a 

scaffold that is tissue specific and mimics the organization and biochemistry of the native tissue. 

Notably, biologically active MBVs were found in the ECM containing an array of miRNAs and 

proteins that differed based on tissue source. These MBVs remain in the matrix and have been 

shown reduce fibroblast activation even after decellularization and isolation2,6.  
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Of interest to our lab, decellularization of vocal fold lamina propria (VFLP) has been 

investigated using both manual and automated methods. The vocal fold is responsible for 

phonation and possesses a unique structure and biomechanical properties to withstand the 

vibrational stresses required for speech. After injury and scarring, the VFLP undergoes 

alterations in ECM composition resulting in changes to viscoelasticity and pliability. This may 

result in permanent dysphonia which can drastically affect quality of life7. Thus, the use of 

decellularized VFLP for wound healing provides a promising scaffold that can better replicate 

the biomechanical properties as well as tissue specific cues like MBVs found in native tissues.  

 

1.2 Tissue Decellularization 

 Tissue decellularization has been widely researched with a variety of different manual 

and automated protocols used to decellularize the tissue that may require up to 2.5 weeks and 21 

manual steps8. These various methods use different decellularization modes and reagents 

including detergents, enzymes, freeze thaw cycles and mechanical disruption9. With the variation 

in fabrication method, tissue source, and even consistency between batches, there is a 

correspondingly large variation in end products 8,10. Furthermore, these studies differ in how a 

successful decellularization is quantified or defined making comparisons difficult 11. There are 

various commercially available decellularized ECM products as sheets, powders, or hydrogels 

like Alloderm® (human dermis, Allergan plc), MicroMatrix® (porcine urinary bladder matrix, 

ACell) and TissueSpec® ECM hydrogels (Xylyx Bio) 12–15. However, there is currently no 

consensus on the decellularization acceptance criteria and further regulation is required. Steps 

have been made with ASTM international publishing a standard guide (ASTM F3354-19) for the 

ECM decellularization process in October 2019 that details considerations and recommended 
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testing methods for various decellularization attributes16. Notably, a commonly used 

characterization method is DNA quantification as residual DNA can cause an immune response, 

though no official maximum limit has been determined16. 

 

Figure 1.1 Automated Bioreactor for Decellularization. (A) Automated bioreactor on the 
benchtop (1 – bioreactor, 2 – stir plate, 3 – peristaltic pumps, 4 – reagent reservoirs, 5 – tablet for 
protocol management). (B) Universal decellularization protocol: chopped native tissue is 
decellularized and the resulting ECM is powdered and lyophilized to obtain ECM powder. (C) 
Schematic showing the 60-minute decellularization protocol used for the regular and universal 
decellularization protocol. Reproduced from Biehl et al.17,18. 

To address this, our lab has developed a bioreactor system to automate and optimize the 

decellularization process creating a method that reduces production time while preserving ECM 

content and maintaining cytocompatibility8. This system reduces user error by limiting manual 

inputs to regent preparation and tissue pre-processing. Briefly, wet native tissue is manually 

micronized to an even mm size and placed into a 25 mL inline filtration bioreactor. 

Decellularization reagents are added and removed at programmed time points using automated 

peristaltic dosing pumps (Figure 1.1A). The tissue is mixed with a stir bar during this process to 

ensure uniform decellularization, and the final product assessed for successful decellularization 

using the QuantiFluor dsDNA System kit (Promega). The decellularized tissue can then be taken 

for post-processing into a lyophilized ECM powder or hydrogel and characterized (Figure 1.1B). 

This bioreactor can be adapted for use with various reagents and has been tuned for vocal fold 

tissue8. Additionally, the lab has further developed this platform to create a universal 
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decellularization protocol that can be applied to multiple soft tissue types17,18. This protocol uses 

Sodium Deoxycholate (NaDeo) and DNase for 60 minutes as it primary decellularization 

reagents and peracetic acid for sterilization. Each reagent has a wash step before and after with 

DI Water and DPBS (Figure 1.1C). This thesis aims to expand on this work and explore the use 

of simple mathematical modeling and programming to streamline biomaterial production in the 

bioreactor as well as improve the analysis of the final decellularization product. 
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CHAPTER 2: MATHEMATICAL MODELING TO IMPROVE BIOREACTOR 

EFFICIENCY USING MATLAB AND SIMULINK 

2.1 Mathematical modeling for Bioreactors 

Through the development of a universal protocol and optimization of VFLP tissue 

decellularization using the bioreactor, it can be seen that though each tissue differs in 

composition, the generalized action of the decellularization reagents can be commonly applied to 

different tissue types. Furthermore, the progression of the decellularization can be monitored 

using absorbance spectroscopy on the reagent without disrupting the tissue19. This was done by 

taking samples of the reagent waste at regular time points throughout each step of the 

decellularization process and quantifying a relative approximation of DNA content with Abs 

260. A representative DNA release profile was then generated for each reagent and the profiles 

were verified using Hoechst 33258 fluorescence to as a standard approved DNA measure. These 

profiles revealed that the reagents initially removed large amounts of DNA then at extended 

exposure times the change in DNA content or slope decreased, with the profile reaching a peak 

and plateau19. The use absorbance spectroscopy provides continuous data for optimization during 

the decellularization in addition to the endpoint dsDNA data previously used. Additionally, the 

use of programmable dosing pumps for the bioreactor makes it easy to change experimental 

variables between tissues using the same reagents and setup. However, determining the 

optimized protocols still requires rigorous and time-consuming testing which consumes large 

amounts of native tissue and produces suboptimal products. The ability to generate these DNA 

release profiles as well as the preliminary optimization work provides a strong basis for use of 

mathematical modelling and computation to help streamline development of the decellularization 

protocols more systematically. 
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There are numerous computational models for bioreactors which are invaluable for 

optimizing efficacy and efficiency when controlling bioprocesses. Various statical methods like 

design of experiments, multivariate modelling as well as mechanistic models, hybrid models 

which include machine learning methods, and computational fluid dynamics have been used to 

provide a better understanding of the biopharmaceutical process parameters and monitoring 

process limits20–23. These tools can be used to create a holistic process model which is a digital 

replica of the physical systems that includes all processing steps in one simulation framework 

with the corresponding data inputs and output parameters. Depending on the use case, current 

models incorporate parameters that define reactor geometries and flow regimes, cell densities 

and metabolite concentrations, biomass production, oxygen concentration as well as the effects 

of diffusion, absorption and swelling20,24,25.  

In the context of decellularized ECM production, bioreactors have been developed for 

complicated manufacturing processes like whole organ decellularization or scaffolds requiring 

cell seeding 26–30. However computational models for decellularization have rarely been studied 

or use complicated systems of equations that require parameters that are difficult to define and 

need in depth experimentation to be accurate. One example of this is a multiscale computational 

model developed by Nishii et al., incorporating an organ-scale electrical analog model as well as 

a tissue-scale finite element model to quantify fluid flow and perfusion for whole liver 

decellularization30. The model was created using MATLAB and the Abaqus software with 

simulations run on the 36-node Miami Redhawk Cluster, and on the 694-node supercomputer 

Oakley Cluster.  

Overall, while bioreactors and computational modeling have been demonstrated to 

systematically improve the monitoring and quality of the of decellularization, they are currently 
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complex and difficult to implement without the necessary software and processing capabilities. 

Furthermore, computational models in literature are typically applied to bioreactors for cell 

culture or specific bioprocesses that require precise environments with low margins of error to 

ensure viability and accurate molecular compositions. In our context, while the tissue 

decellularization needs to be standardized to create a consistent product it does not require the 

precision needed for live cell culture. Instead, we aim to develop a model that will describe the 

general efficacy of the bioreactor with variables relevant to the decellularization process, while 

not over defining the system to include difficult to obtain parameters requiring in depth 

experimentation. 

 

Figure 2.1 Modelling of Bioreactor. (A) Simplified Model of Bioreactor where the control 
volume is the reagent within bioreactor, outside ECM particles. Mv = Mass of DNA in Reagent in 
µg and Mout = Mass of DNA extracted from the particles into the reagent in µg. (B) Adapted from 
Mora-Navarro et al.19 Abs 260 profiles over time from two decellularization protocols of 1g of 
shVFLP ECM. The solid profile in red uses a 5-hour protocol with 100-minute exposure times 
for the two reagents. The dashed profile uses a 4-hour protocol with 60-minute exposure times 
for the two reagents. (W = wash). 

2.2 Simplified Mathematical Model of Bioreactor 

Here, instead of deriving from existing complicated mathematical models, we attempt to 

generalize and simplify our bioreactor starting from the physical system to define a model that 

DNA extraction profiles for 
auVFLP ECM (1g)

(A) (B)
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can be directly linked to easily quantifiable end points relevant to the decellularization 

procedure. As described above, we have developed a method to track decellularization by 

quantifying the amount of DNA within the regent of the bioreactor using Abs 260 to create an 

extraction profile. This reading correlates to the amount of DNA extracted out from the tissue 

without using standard DNA quantification methods that require disrupting or contaminating the 

final product. Thus, with this data, a mathematical model that aims to quantify amount of DNA 

extracted from native tissue can be developed with parameters that are tuned to match each tissue 

source and reagent.  

 

2.2.1 Mass Balance Derivation - Governing Equation: 

The decellularization process modelled here is simplified to the time frame in which the 

ECM particles are suspended in a fixed volume of the decellularization reagent as represented by 

Figure 2.1A. It can be seen from the DNA extraction profiles, Figure 2.1B adapted from Mora-

Navarro et al.19, the majority of the DNA extraction occurs when the ECM particles are agitated 

within the total volume of decellularization reagents (NaDeo and DNase). While the wash steps 

do extract a small amount of DNA from the tissue, the main purpose of the wash step is to 

remove DNA the within the reagent and bioreactor. Additionally, the wash steps are relatively 

short and little data is collected during this time. As such, the wash steps are currently cannot be 

described with this model and a negligible amount of DNA is assumed to be extracted during the 

wash step. 

The control volume from which the extracted DNA is measured is defined as reagent 

within the bioreactor, outside ECM particles. This removes the complications from swelling and 

diffusion within the particles and looks at the system at a macroscopic scale. Further, as the 
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bioreactor uses a stir bar to agitate the ECM particles in the reagent during the decellularization 

process, the control volume can be modeled as a well-mixed system. It is assumed that at the 

beginning of the decellularization process there is no residual DNA within the bioreactor or 

reagent and no DNA entering or exiting from sources other than the ECM particles. Thus, the 

governing equation can be approximated such that the mass of DNA measured within the control 

volume or reagent in the bioreactor is equal to the existing mass of DNA plus the amount of 

DNA extracted into the reagent from the particles. 

𝑵.𝑩.		𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙	𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒:	𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛	𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒	𝐸𝐶𝑀	𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝑀! = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠	𝑜𝑓	𝐷𝑁𝐴	𝑖𝑛	𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡[𝑢𝑔] 

𝑀"#$ = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠	𝑜𝑓	𝐷𝑁𝐴	𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	[𝑢𝑔] 

𝐶! = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑜𝑓	𝐷𝑁𝐴	𝑖𝑛	𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	[
𝑢𝑔
𝑚𝐿] 

𝑉! = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑖𝑛	𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	[𝑚𝐿] 

𝑀!]	$&∆$ =	𝑀!]	$ + (𝑀"#$]	$&∆$ −𝑀"#$]	$)	 

𝑀!]	$&∆$ −	𝑀!]	$

∆𝑡 =
𝑀"#$]	$&∆$ −𝑀"#$]	$

∆𝑡  

𝑎𝑠	 lim
$→)

	 

	
𝑑𝑀!

𝑑𝑡 =
𝑑𝑀"#$

𝑑𝑡 	 

2.2.2 Mass Accumulation:  

It is assumed that the volume of the reagent within the bioreactor does not change during 

the DNA extraction, thus the mass of DNA accumulated within the control volume is equal the 

volume of reagent multiplied by the concentration of DNA within the reagent. 

𝑀! = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠	𝑜𝑓	𝐷𝑁𝐴	𝑖𝑛	𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡[𝑢𝑔] 
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𝐶! = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑜𝑓	𝐷𝑁𝐴	𝑖𝑛	𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	[
𝑢𝑔
𝑚𝐿] 

𝑉! = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑖𝑛	𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	[𝑚𝐿] 

𝑀! = 𝑉! ∗ 𝐶! 

	
𝑑𝑀!

𝑑𝑡 = 𝑉!
𝑑𝐶!
𝑑𝑡 	 

2.2.3 Mass Flux: 

The mass of DNA extracted out from the ECM particles into the reagent is modelled 

using a mass transfer rate defined with the mass transfer coefficient 𝐾*. As the control volume is 

defined as the reagent and the DNA extracted is modelled macroscopically outside the ECM 

particles, several simplifying assumptions can be made. The swelling of the tissue and diffusion 

of DNA within the particles is outside the scope of the control volume. The control volume is 

assumed to be well mixed creating a perfect sink condition and is significantly larger than the 

tissue particles. This allows the final mass transfer coefficient to encompass the area of transfer 

for each particle, the number of particles as well as the diffusion coefficient within reagent.  

𝐾* = 	𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠	𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟	𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝑛+̇ = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 

𝐴 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 

𝑚 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 

Δ𝐶+ = 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝐶,-$ = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑎𝑡	𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝐷𝑁𝐴	𝑡𝑜	𝑏𝑒	𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑) 

𝐾* =	
𝑛-̇

𝐴 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 	Δ𝐶+
 

𝑑𝑀"#$

𝑑𝑡 = 𝐾* ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ (𝐶,-$ − 𝐶!) 
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𝑑𝑀"#$

𝑑𝑡 = 𝐾′ ∗ (𝐶,-$ − 𝐶!) 

2.2.4 Final Solution: 

Taken together the three equations above can be solved for the final solution. This 

resulted in the exponential plateau equation which follows a form similar to the DNA extraction 

profiles seen in Figure 2.1B. The final equation also contains constants that are easy to relate to 

physical parameters of the experiment. For example, at the beginning of the decellularization 

protocol when the reagent is first added or time = 0, the concentration gradient with parameters 

𝐶,-$ and 𝐶) can be defined. There is no DNA present in the reagent thus 𝐶) can be set to 0, and 

𝐶,-$ can be set to describe the total DNA content within the tissue. The exponential plateau 

equation also contains K” which is also known as the characteristic time or rate constant and is a 

useful parameter to estimate with existing data to help define the DNA extraction profiles for 

each tissue and reagent. 

𝑉!
𝑑𝐶!
𝑑𝑡 	=

𝑑𝑀!

𝑑𝑡 =
𝑑𝑀"#$

𝑑𝑡 = 	𝐾′ ∗ (𝐶,-$ − 𝐶𝑣)	 

𝑉!
𝑑𝐶!
𝑑𝑡 	= 	𝐾′ ∗ (𝐶,-$ − 𝐶!)	 

1
(𝐶,-$ − 𝐶!)

𝑑𝐶!
𝑑𝑡 	= 	

𝐾.

𝑉!
 

Z
1

(𝐶,-$ − 𝐶!)
𝑑𝐶!

/!

)
=	Z

𝐾.

𝑉!
𝑑𝑡	

$

)
 

−1 ∗ [− ln( 𝐶,-$ − 𝐶!)]/"
/! =

𝐾.

𝑉!
𝑡]	)$^ 

𝑒01(/#$!3/!)301(/#$!3/")	 =	𝑒3
5%
6&
$ 

𝐾"	 ∶=	
𝐾.

𝑉!
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𝑒01(
/#$!3/!
/#$!3/"

)	 =	𝑒35"$ 

𝐶,-$ − 𝐶$ = (𝐶,-$ − 𝐶)) ∗ 𝑒35"$ 

𝐶$ = 𝐶,-$ −	(𝐶,-$ − 𝐶)) ∗ 𝑒35"$  

 

2.3 Testing the Model with Experimentally Measured Data  

Having derived the final equation from the simplified mathematical model for the 

bioreactor with constants and variables that seem to relate to experimentally quantifiable 

measures; the equation was fit to existing data to determine if it could properly describe the DNA 

release profile observed experimentally. Two Abs 260 profiles from decellularization of 1g of 

VFLP ECM in the automated bioreactor from Mora-Navarro et al. were used to fit the data19. 

Figure 2.1B displays the datasets used, where the dotted profile describing the typical 

decellularization protocol which applies sodium deoxycholate and DNase for 60 minutes. While 

the solid line describes an extended exposure where the reagents are applied for 100 minutes.  

 

2.3.1 Importing Data into Prism and fitting to Equation 

 The raw data describing the Abs 260 measured from the bioreactor during the 

decellularization process was first imported into MATLAB to be normalized (Appendix A.1). 

This data included samples from three independent decellularizations where 0.2 mL samples of 

the reagent were taken from the sampling line at the waste outlet of the bioreactor at specified 

exposure times during each decellularization stage. Shortly after collection, the absorbance at 

260 nm of the samples were measured. More detailed information about sample processing and 

data collection can be found in Mora-Navarro et al.19. In MATLAB, the raw data describing the 

DNA release profile corresponding to each stage or reagent were separated with the initial 
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timepoint defined as the measurement prior to the addition of the reagent. Each stage was 

normalized with the initial timepoint set to time = 0 and the background, defined as the mean 

Abs 260 measurements at time 0, was subtracted from all readings.  

The normalized data was then imported into prism and a non-linear least squares 

regression was performed to fit the exponential plateau equation to each DNA release profile. 

Performing the background subtraction assumes that there should be a negligible amount of 

DNA extracted during the PBS wash steps and mathematically sets Y0 to 0. As seen in Figure 

2.2A, the exponential plateau model was fit to data for the automated decellularization of 1g of 

VFLP using 100 min extended reagent exposure times. The model fit well to this data with R 

squared values of R2 = 0.9710 for sodium deoxycholate and R2 = 0.9556 for DNase. The fit was 

also performed on data using the same mass and tissue but with regular 60 min reagent exposure 

times (Figure 2.2B). The model still described the data but had lower R2 values, starting at 

0.7874 for NaDeo. These fits resulted in a Y0 value of approximately 0 for both profiles as well 

as YM values from ~ 1- 3.5 units and K values from ~ 0.01 – 0.04 min-1 (Figure 2.2C).  

Overall, the derived model can describe the individual DNA release profiles well for 

experiments that had longer exposure times as the extraction seems to plateau over time. 

However, the resulting fit is worse when fitting to shorter exposure times where the data 

describes the initial exponential increase phase and does not reach a plateau. 
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Figure 2.2 Fitting the exponential plateau model to experimentally measured data from 
decellularization of 1g of auVFLP ECM in Prism for sodium deoxycholate and DNase. (A) 
Absorbance 260 profiles over time using the extended decellularization protocol (100 min 
reagent application). (B) Absorbance 260 profiles over time using the regular decellularization 
protocol (60 min reagent application). (C) Exponential plateau equation used to fit data and table 
of fitted parameters.  
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2.3.2Using MATLAB to associate quantifiable measures of ECM to model (Defining YM)  

 Fitting the equation to the experimental data in Prism demonstrated that the derived 

equation could model the data. However, this does not consider any experimental factors. As the 

equation was derived from a simplified physical model of the bioreactor, YM (or Csat) can be 

associated to experimentally quantifiable measures.  Csat is defined as the concentration at 

saturation or in the case of our decellularization the total amount of DNA that can be extracted 

from the tissue. DNA content was quantified using the QuantiFluor dsDNA System kit 

(Promega) on lyophilized native tissue samples to determine the DNA concentration (µg/mg) in 

dry tissue. To convert this value into a YM value or total DNA content in wet tissue, the DNA 

concentration in dry tissue was multiplied to a mass ratio of Dry to Wet tissue as well as the 

mass of wet tissue used. DNA concentration and water content may vary across samples even 

within the same tissue, thus values from 9 -14.5 µg/mg and 20 - 30% D:W were used to provide 

a range of profiles. DNA concentrations in this range had previously been observed for native 

VFLP samples and lung water content in rats were reported in this range19,31. These DNA masses 

were then divided by the reactor volume (25 mL) and converted to Abs260 values using the 

Beer-Lambert law with a conversion factor of 50 µg/mL for double stranded DNA and a 

pathlength of 1cm. Using this conversion, simulations of the model were run in MATLAB where 

YM for the first reagent (NaDeo) set based on the total DNA content in wet tissue and 

subsequent YMs equaled the total DNA subtracted by the calculated mass of DNA removed in 

previous steps. In these simulations Y0 was set to 0 and K was taken from the values fitted in 

Prism. 
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Figure 2.3 Matlab simulation of Plateau model with experimental data and YM values based on 
Prism fit as well as experimental measures. DNA profiles from auVFLP ECM (1g) of [top] DNA 
content in bioreactor and [bottom] total DNA extracted over time. (A) Data and parameters fit to 
the 100 min extended decellularization protocol. (B) Data and parameters fit to the 60 min 
regular decellularization protocol. 

 It can be seen in Figure 2.3 that while the raw data falls within the range calculated with 

the various DNA concentrations and D:W ratios, using a YM value based off experimental 

measures does not fully match the data even when using the fitted K values. In the case for the 

extended 100 min protocol (Figure 2.3A), the experimental data matches the simulation using 

the highest total DNA values for NaDeo but falls short during DNase. On the other hand, for the 

regular 60 min protocol (Figure 2.3B), the raw data fell within the lower range for NaDeo but 

ended up significantly higher than simulated during the DNase step. This indicates that the 

concentration gradient defined by YM and Y0 is not only determined by DNA content but is 

affected by other factors including reagent and exposure time. Further, this shows that a simple 

DNA subtraction from total for subsequent steps is not representative of the entire bioreactor 
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system as it cannot describe peaks for both reagents reach a similar height.  As such, there may 

be additional factors that define the YM concentration gradient and a more complex interaction 

between reagents. 

 

2.4 Building a digital process model in Simulink 

 Solving for the K values in prism allowed for the simplified model to be fitted for each 

reagent and using these parameters in MATLAB allowed for some integration of experimental 

measures but it was not sufficient for a holistic process model of the decellularization procedure. 

To further develop the model, Simulink was used to create a digital replica, where the 

mathematical models for both NaDeo and DNase were tuned simultaneously (Figure 2.4A). This 

provided for a better representation of the of the interactions between reagents as describing YM 

based on the total DNA content remaining was insufficient.  

 

2.4.1 Defining the Simulink model 

The Simulink model used time t as the independent variable and the DNA content 

measured in the reagent using Abs260 as the dependent variable Y. The simplified exponential 

plateau model derived was imported into Simulink as a User defined function block with four 

inputs; the rate constant K, initial value Y0, saturation value YM, and time t; as well as one 

output Y representing the Abs 260 value of DNA in the reagent (Figure 2.4B). The model used 

this block twice and was run using an if action block between the initial (t0) and final (tend) 

times specific to each reagent. Two main outputs were recorded over time; the remaining DNA 

(Total DNA – DNA extracted) as well as the total Abs 260 readings (YNADeo + YDNase). Notably, 

the wash steps were not included in this system.  
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Figure 2.4 Building Simulink Model of the decellularization process with sodium deoxycholate 
and DNase (A) Full Simulink system representing the Plateau models for NaDeo and DNase 
during decellularization in the bioreactor over time. (B) User defined function block of the 
Simplified Bioreactor Plateau Model. (C) Theoretical representation of the DNA release profiles 
for the maximum amount of DNA extractable in the tissue, by the reagent and in the experiment. 

In addition to the Simulink blocks used, various parameters and variables were defined in 

MATLAB to match experimental factors.  First, fixed parameters that did not vary with 

experiments were defined. The total DNA was defined using the upper limit previously modeled 

in MATLAB with the dry to wet ratio at 30% and a DNA concentration of 14.5 µg/mg in dry 

tissue. A conversion factor of 50 µg/mL for double stranded DNA and a reactor volume of 25 

mL was used to convert the total DNA content mass to Abs 260 values. Y0 and time t was 

normalized to start at 0 for both reagents. In terms of the experimental variables, the total mass 

of the tissue decellularized as well as the duration of the reagent exposure (t0 and tend, for both 
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reagents) were set to match the physical experiment defining the datasets used for parameter 

estimation.   

 

2.4.2 Defining parameters to be fitted 

As previously done, the parameters K and YM were estimated by fitting the model to 

existing experimental data. However, other than the theoretical amount of DNA left in the tissue, 

the MATLAB modelling showed that there are additional factors that contribute to YM. Figure 

2.4C, a theoretical representation of the mathematical model and DNA release profile, attempts 

to describe our hypothesis of some relevant factors and how it may affect the model output. The 

theoretical maximum DNA or Csat should be the total concentration of DNA in the tissue.  This 

value is represented by the blue curve with the plateau reaching an arbitrary value of 100. 

However experimentally, tissues cannot be fully decellularized with one reagent and protocols 

typically require multiple reagents and steps to completely remove the DNA content of the 

tissue, thus Csat should be set lower. This is represented in orange and reaches a plateau value of 

60 as the amount of DNA extractable by the reagent. An additional consideration is that when 

sampling data, the time frame of the experiment likely does not allow for the DNA concentration 

to reach a full plateau, seen in yellow. Thus, the fitted model likely follows a line more like the 

black dashed line, which reaches a plateau based on the amount of DNA extracted in the 

experiment. This is hypothesis is reflected in the lower R2 values when fitting the shorter 60-

minute decellularization protocol in Prism (Figure 2.2). 

To mathematically account for the factors resulting in a decreased Csat, the YM value 

used for the first reagent (NaDeo) was set to the Total DNA multiplied by a percentage 

representing the maximum extractable DNA. YM for the second reagent, DNase, used the DNA 
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left (Total DNA – DNA extracted by NaDeo) multiplied by a separate percentage representing 

the DNA extractable by DNase. These percentages, labeled MaxN and MaxD in the system, 

were fitted to the experimental data along with the rate constant K for both reagents. The 

introduction of these parameters allows for the system to have room to be fit to the data as well 

as define constraints that relate to the physical experiment.  

 

2.4.3 Parameter estimation for rate constants and maximum extractable DNA percentages 

With the Simulink model generated, the same experimental data from Mora-Navarro et 

al. was used to find the rate constants (Kn and Kd) as well as the maximum extractable DNA 

percentages (MaxN and MaxD) 19. This was done with average values of the experimental data 

from samples of 1g of automated decellularized vocal fold using the regular (60 min) and 

extended (100 min) decellularization protocols. 
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Figure 2.5 Parameter estimation in Simulink for the maximum extractable percentages (MaxN 
and MaxD), and rate constants (Kd, Kn) (A) Absorbance 260 profile over time for the 

experimental data from auVFLP ECM (1g) using the regular 60 min protocol as well as for the 
initialization and estimated parameters. (B) Simulink plot of the change in parameter estimations 
over 10 optimization iterations for the auVFLP ECM (1g) using the regular 60 min protocol. (C) 

Table of parameters estimated in Simulink as well as Prism from the regular and extended 
decellularization protocols for auVFLP ECM (1g). (D) Absorbance 260 profiles over time for 

parameter validation. The blue profile shows the experimental data of auVFLP (1g) 
decellularized using the regular 60 min protocol. The yellow profiles show the model simulated 

using the estimated parameters from the extended 100 min protocol with shortened 60 min 
reagent durations. 
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Simulink’s Parameter estimation module was used to find Kn, Kd, MaxN and MaxD. The rate 

constants (K) were initialized at 0.05 with a minimum limit of 0, based on the order of 

magnitude seen in values estimated using Prism. As maximum extractable percentages were 

previously not defined, the values were initialized to 0.5 with a minimum and maximum set from 

0 to 1 to ensure that the values provided a fraction of the total DNA content. The estimation was 

run multiple times using the previously estimated values as the new initial points until a local 

minimum was found. An example of the estimation can be seen in Figure 2.5A-B which shows 

the parameter estimation fitted to the auVFLP-ECM (1g) data using the regular 60-minute 

reagent exposure times. The DNA release profile (Figure 2.5A) is plotted over time with the 

experimental data in blue as well as the initial (dotted orange line) and final estimations (orange 

solid line) for the parameters. Figure 2.5B displays a graph of the corresponding changes in 

estimated parameters over 10 iterations. The parameter estimation was performed for both the 

regular 60-minute decellularization and extended 100-minute decellularization until a local 

minimum was found with a final minimized sum squared error cost function value of 0.00521, 

and 0.00240 respectively. 

 The final values for the Simulink parameter estimations as well as the previous prism fits 

can be found in Figure 2.5C. As MaxN and MaxD are percentage values, they cannot be directly 

correlated to the YM values fitted in Prism, however they follow the same trends, with MaxN 

and YMn being lower for the regular 60 minute protocol while MaxD and YMd were lower for 

the extended 100 minute protocol. The K values estimated in Simulink are also similar to the 

values fitted in Prism with Kn less than Kd in all cases. Previously, using the rate constants fitted 

in Prism while also relating the YM value to the total DNA content was not able to correctly 

represent the data in all cases. However, introducing the MaxN and MaxD parameters as well as 
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using the Simulink model to fit all four parameters simultaneously, resulted in a much closer fit. 

This illustrates that the Simulink model was able to relate the YM values to the total DNA 

content whilst providing flexibility for the model to fit to existing data.  

Notably given that the materials were identical, MaxN and MaxD seemed to vary 

between experiments and did not follow any obvious trends. However, as shown in Figure 2.4C, 

it was hypothesized that a longer exposure time was required to find a more accurate maximum 

extractable DNA percentage. Thus, the parameters found using the extended decellularization 

protocol were validated using data from the regular decellularization protocol (Figure 2.4D). 

While the simulated data (parameters fit to extended protocol modeled for 60 min) did not 

perfectly match the experimental data from the regular 60 min decellularization protocol, this 

difference may be attributed to experimental variation. As both protocols use the same tissue and 

start with sodium deoxycholate, the first 60 minutes of the experiments are essentially the same. 

As such, taking only the DNase profile and normalizing to match the experimental data at the 

start of reagent duration (td0 = 75 min) may better illustrate the accuracy of the model. This is 

shown with the shifted dotted line in Figure 2.4D which approximates the experimental data 

closely. Overall, while the variation between experiments needs to be minimized, this simulation 

strengthens the validity of the model using the parameters from the extended protocol as an 

approximation of the decellularization protocol.  

 

2.5 Future Directions for Modelling and Decellularization development 

Having used Simulink to find parameters that relate the experimental data and 

mathematical model, these parameters can be used to inform future experiments and improve 
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decellularization protocols by varying experimental variables. Here, we demonstrate the 

feasibility of using this model for response optimization in Simulink.  

 

2.5.1 Response optimization of reagent durations 

  With the mathematical model of the decellularization process verified in Simulink and 

parameters estimated to match experimental data, Simulink’s Response Optimization module 

was used to find the optimal durations for each reagent. Using the MaxN, Kn, MaxD, Kd found 

using the extended (100 min) decellularization dataset, the response optimizer requirements were 

set to minimize the total duration of the run as well as the remaining DNA in the system. Four 

design variables were optimized, the duration of sodium deoxycholate (tn0, tnend) and the 

duration of DNase (td0, tdend). Relational constraints were set where tn0 < tnend < td0 < tdend, 

with a minimum of 0. The design variables were initialized to match the experimental data and 

the optimization was run until a local minimum was found.  

Figure 2.6A illustrates the change in the design variables over nine iterations with tn0 

staying at 0, tnend increasing from 100 to 129, td0 changing from 120 to 129 and tdend 

decreasing from 205 to 174. This optimization increased the duration of the sodium deoxycholate 

reagent application to 129 minutes and decreased the DNase duration to 45 minutes. Notably, as 

this model currently does not incorporate any change to the DNA content during the wash step, 

the optimization removed this step to minimize the run time.  Overall, this decellularization 

protocol would result in reagent durations of approximately 3 hours with the final total DNA 

content at 524.5 µg or approximately 1.75 µg of DNA per mg of dry weight. This demonstrates 

the utility of this process model and its possible uses.  
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Figure 2.6 Response Optimization for data from decellularization of auVFLP-ECM (1g) using 
the extended (100 min) protocol. (A) Simulink plot of Design Variables tn0, tnend, td0, and 
tdend over 9 optimization iterations. (B) Simulink plot for minimization of Total DNA content in 
Bioreactor after decellularization over 9 iterations. (C) Simulink plot for minimization of final 
run time of the decellularization over 9 iterations. 

2.5.2Modeling use cases and limitations  

Here, the automated decellularization process using the bioreactor has been simplified to 

a mathematical model with parameters that can be related to easily quantifiable experimental 

variables. This model was then related to experimental data and developed into digital process 

model in Simulink that represented the two major decellularization steps using sodium 

deoxycholate and DNase. The model was then fit to experimental data detailing the DNA release 

profiles for each reagent and the model parameters were estimated. These parameters were then 

verified and used to optimize the runtime and DNA extraction of the process demonstrating its 

ability to be used as a predictive device for future experiments.  
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For example, when developing a new decellularization protocol for an untested tissue 

type, volume or reagent, a preliminary experiment can be conducted where the desired amount of 

tissue can be run for an extended duration to provide data to estimate the rate constants and 

maximum extractable DNA percentages. These parameters can then be run in the Simulink 

model and used to find the optimized protocol with requirements to minimize duration and DNA 

content in the response optimizer. These requirements could also be further refined, for example 

the DNA limit could be set between 1.8 - 2 µg/mg, along with the requirement to minimize 

runtime, to provide a shorter duration. When applied to the optimization performed with the 

parameters estimated using the data from the extended (100 min) protocol, the final runtime was 

shortened to 156 minutes. Using this model would reduce the amount of exploratory 

experimentation required to determine a new protocol and streamline the decellularization 

process.  

However, it is important to note that further experimentation needs to be done to verify 

this model. Various factors may affect the rate constants and parameters including reagent type, 

tissue source and volume, sequence of application and reagent exposure times. Thus, 

experiments investigating how these factors change the DNA release profiles should be 

conducted. While the model cannot predict how these factors change, investigations into which 

factors increase the rate constants and total amount of DNA extractable by the reagent would not 

only help tune the model but also help refine the decellularization process as a whole. 

Additionally, the current model is a based on an extremely simplified version of the bioreactor 

limited to two decellularization reagents. Additional parameters like particle size or entire steps 

like the washes or peracetic acid sterilization could be investigated and incorporated into the 

model. Nevertheless, while over generalization may decrease the precision of the simulation, it 
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also reduces the amount of experimentation and quantification required to define additional 

parameters. Finally, the optimize protocols also need to be tested and verified to determine if the 

end products for the decellularization using these protocols match the predicted model output. 

The DNA release profiles should be monitored during the decellularization to verify that the 

model parameters used are correct and the end products should be characterized to find the final 

DNA content as well as to verify that the decellularized ECM product still has therapeutic value.  

All in all, the mathematical modeling of the bioreactor as well as the digital process 

model in Simulink provides the building blocks to help streamline the development of 

decellularization protocols for an automated bioreactor. This can ultimately reduce the time and 

resources required to fine tune a new decellularization protocol and instead require only one 

preliminary experiment to determine an optimized protocol. Modelling takes advantage of the 

ability for the bioreactor to be easily programed and reduces the barrier to investigate new tissue 

sources that take advantage of the tissue specific nature of decellularized ECM.   
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CHAPTER 3: USING R TO ANALYZE AND VISUALIZE LARGE DATASETS FOR 

CHARACTERIZATION OF DECELLULARIZED TISSUE  

3.1 Decellularized ECM characterization using discovery proteomics  

Using a digital process model to develop new or improved decellularization protocols 

will produce a new ECM product for each tissue source. In addition, aside from the bioreactor, 

manual decellularization protocols vary greatly between different labs and tissues making it 

difficult to compare products. Thus, characterizing the resulting decellularized extracellular 

matrices is a crucial part of development and investigations into the composition and utility must 

be performed. To characterize the protein composition of the remaining extracellular matrix, a 

variety of characterizations including discovery proteomics can be used. Here, discovery 

proteomics was used to determine if the decellularization protocol was able to preserve tissue 

specific proteins as well as key ECM proteins for various applications like wound healing. The 

lab has previously developed a universal decellularization protocol in which eight tissues were 

decellularized using a 60-minute sodium deoxycholate and DNase exposure and characterized 

with discovery proteomics (Figure 1.1). A detailed description of the protocol and methods can 

be found at Biehl et al17,18.  

Briefly, discovery proteomics was performed by processing and digesting 1 mg of dry 

protein material. The soluble proteins were extracted and lyophilized for storage until analysis by 

reversed phase nano-liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry using an Easy-Nano-1200 

nanoLC system (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA). The results were processed using the 

Proteome Discoverer 2.5 software (PD, Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA) with Sus scrofa protein 

databases (Taxon 9823) obtained from Swiss-Prot (3,493 residues) and TrEMBL (153,320 
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residues). Gene ontology functional classification analysis (protein class) was then performed 

using the ‘Gene List Analysis’ tool from www.pantherdb.org using Sus scrofa as the organism.  

This characterization resulted in large data sets of identified proteins with corresponding 

gene names which are time consuming and difficult to accurately process manually. Here, a 

programming script was developed in R to assist with filtering and analyzing this data 

(Appendix B.1). While analysis software for discovery proteomics exists, it may not match our 

specific needs and comparisons when analyzing eight different tissue types processed with 

multiple databases. Additionally, there are many analysis techniques that have been developed 

into R packages that are easy to use and customizable to best describe key features of the data. 

Programming in R allows for a script tailored to accommodate the specific conditions in each 

experiment, while also being able to be generalized and used for future datasets and 

characterization methods. 

 

3.2 R script for Data Import and Summary 

Discovery proteomics was run for vocal fold lamina propria (VFLP), supraglottic (SG), 

lung, heart, skin, muscle, tendon, and meniscus decellularized ECM powders with 3 replicates. 

Up to 2000 proteins were identified for each tissue source with over 20 quality control 

parameters and identifiers per protein. Notably, the samples were processed using two Sus Scrofa 

protein databases resulting in some identified proteins not having a corresponding ascension 

number or having two gene names. This required each reading in the dataset to be checked to 

remove duplicates. With thousands of genes per tissue, manually parsing through the data is 

inefficient and prone to error. Therefore, R was used to import and filter the excel sheets 

containing the data to ensure accuracy. First, contaminated samples, samples with a value of 0 or 
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no reading, and samples with no corresponding gene names were removed. Readings from genes 

with duplicated names were selected for a higher sum posterior error probability score. The mean 

value of the replicates was found for each gene and the data was reorganized as desired and 

output to excel or csv files to prepare the data for further analysis. 

 

3.3 Principal Component analysis of Discovery Proteomics 

 To understand the overall differences in tissue type and general clustering of the ECMs, 

principal component analysis was performed using the prcomp package in R and plotted using 

the ggplot2 package 32,33. The PCA plot (Figure 3.1A) was plotted with the z-score values and 

centered to reflect the differences in abundance of each protein between tissues. Interestingly, 

ECM derived from the respiratory system (SG, VFLP, and lung) were located together in 

quadrant III, where lung ECM was located furthest from the center of the plot. Heart ECM 

separated by itself to the bottom left, however in Dim2, the low value indicated the heart ECM 

had some common proteins to lung ECM along that axis. Muscle ECM separated from the other 

tissues into quadrant one, indicating that protein content differed from the other ECM types. 

Meniscus, tendon, and skin ECM were located in the center of the axis, indicating that among the 

eight tissue types they had fewer differences when scaled. Some notable proteins that contributed 

to dimension 1 and 2 (Figure 3.1B) include collagens (Col1A1, Col1A2, Col6A3 and Col3A1) 

and myosin heavy chains (MYH1 and MYH2) which are key ECM and muscle proteins. 

Conducting this PCA analysis in R demonstrated that the universal decellularization protocol still 

preserved the proteins that make each tissue both unique and similar to other tissues in the same 

organ system. 
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Figure 3.1 Principal Component Analysis on Discovery Proteomics for Vocal Fold (VF), 
Supraglottic (SG), Lung, Heart, Skin, Muscle, Meniscus and Tendon ECM decellularized using 
the Universal Protocol. (A) Dimensions 1 and 2 of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of 
various ECM types. Each ECM type had n=3 replicates (small points) with larger points 
representing the mean coordinates of the replicates. (B) Variable Contribution plot for top 5 
Proteins in Dimensions 1 and 2. 

3.4 Intersecting Sets in R with UpSet Plots 

 While the PCA provides a general idea of the clustering, it is also interesting to see how 

the proteins in these tissues intersect. Venn diagrams are commonly used for this purpose, 

however, these plots become difficult to generate and visualize with a large number of sets, or in 

this case 8 tissue types. This issue has previously been encountered by Lex et al. where they 

developed the UpSet plot in order to represent the set intersections more efficiently 34. They also 

to developed number of ways to implement this, including the UpSetR package in R that was 

used here 35.  
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Figure 3.2 Upset Plot of Discovery Proteomics for Vocal Fold (VF), Supraglottic (SG), Lung, 
Heart, Skin, Muscle, Meniscus and Tendon ECM decellularized using the Universal Protocol. 
UpSet plot shows the total number of proteins detected per tissue, the tissue sets for each 
intersection and the number of proteins in each intersection.  (A) Upset plot of intersections with 
one, two or all tissues. (B) Upset plot of top 50 intersections ordered by size. 

The Upset plot provides a plethora of information in one graph where the top bar graph 

indicates the size of the intersection, the bottom matrix indicates the tissue types intersected, and 

the bottom left bar plot displays the size of each set or number of proteins identified in the tissue. 
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Figure 3.2 shows two Upset plots of the same discovery proteomics data, with varying set 

intersections displayed. Figure 3.2A displays intersections that include one, two, or all ECM 

types providing easy to digest information on the different data sets. Lung ECM had the most 

proteins identified at 2221 proteins as well as the most unique proteins at 668 genes. Heart had 

the second most identified and unique proteins at 1831 and 445 proteins, respectively. Vocal fold 

had the third most with 1750 proteins identified and 127 unique. Supraglottic ECM had 1343 

proteins identified (unique = 68), skin had 875 (unique = 105), muscle had 694 (unique = 58), 

tendon had 493 (unique = 7), and meniscus had 368 (unique = 16). There were also 134 proteins 

that were common in all tissue types.  

Organizing the UpSet plot in this way gives a good idea of the general intersections 

between tissues in a straightforward manner, however, other orders also provide interesting 

analyses. For example, Figure 3.2B displays the top 50 largest intersections. It shows the same 

information as before, with the number of identified and unique proteins, however, the order of 

the intersections also provide additional insight to the dataset. Interestingly, apart from the 

unique and universal intersections (single or all tissues), the top five intersections involve only 

the lung, vocal fold, supraglottic and heart tissues. It should be noted that they also have the 

largest number of genes identified. Nevertheless, heart and lung tissue have the most proteins in 

common, which is similarly reflected in the PCA (Figure 3.1A) with both genes having a low 

Dim 2 value. Lung, VF and SG ECM have the next most proteins and in the PCA these three 

tissues were clustered together in the quadrant 3. Following this, the next largest is the 

intersection of all four tissues which were correspondingly located in the lower half of the PCA. 

These intersections relate closely to the PCA and strengthening the conclusion that using a 
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singular decellularization method still allows retention of the tissue specific proteins as well as 

proteins that are common in similar tissue types.  

 

3.5 Heatmap of Key Extracellular Proteins 

Building on the general trends found using PCA and Upset plots, a heat map can be used 

to further investigate specific proteins of interest. Extracellular matrix proteins are of importance 

to decellularized tissues as these proteins provide stability and structure for wound healing. The 

data here was visualized using the ComplexHeatmap package in R36.  

The heatmap in Figure 3.3 details the presence of ECM proteins categorized as secreted 

factors, proteoglycans, ECM-affiliated proteins, ECM glycoproteins and collagens according to 

the database from Naba et al. 37. Interestingly, it can be seen from the dendrogram at the top, the 

respiratory tissues (vocal fold lamina propria, lung and supraglottic ECM) again cluster together. 

Additionally, tendon, meniscus, and skin tissue cluster together as well as heart, and muscle. 

Vocal Fold had the largest number of ECM proteins identified at 148 followed by lung (123), 

supraglottic (120), skin (83), tendon (81), heart (75), meniscus (70), and muscle (58). There were 

also 33 ECM proteins that were detected in all tissue types including ECM regulators (ITIH2, 

PLG), proteoglycans (ASPN, LUM, OGN, PRELP), secreted factors (ANXA1, ANXA11, 

ANXA2, ANXA5, LGALS1), glycoproteins (DPT, ECM1, EMILIN1, FBLN1, FBLN5, FBN1, 

FGG, FN1, LAMB2, LAMC1, MFAP2, MFAP4, NID2, POSTN, TNXB), and collagen subunits 

(COL1A1, COL1A2, COL2A1, COL3A1, COL5A1, COL5A2, COL10A1). These similarities 

and differences again illustrate that each decellularized ECM varies even while processed with 

the same universal decellularization method.  
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Figure 3.3 Heatmap showing the detection or absence of ECM related proteins and subunits 
categorized as secreted factors, proteoglycans, ECM-affiliated proteins, ECM glycoproteins and 
collagens for each tissue type. 
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3.6 R script uses and limitations 

Here, a programming script in R was written to process raw data from discovery 

proteomics and generate figures that highlight the similarities and differences between 

decellularized ECM of various tissue sources. While the R script used was customized to these 

particular datasets, the same code structure and analysis techniques can be used to compare and 

contrast new datasets. The current script is generalized by creating arrays containing the 

identifiers for each tissue source or dataset, however, it still contains lines of code that are 

specific to the naming conventions for this data and the UpSet plots are formatted using set 

names. The script can be further improved by implementing documentation and clear 

instructions on file naming conventions, and by grouping the script into functions that simplify 

the number of inputs required and output the desired figures. Then, when discovery proteomics is 

run for decellularizations of new tissue sources or protocols optimized using the Simulink model, 

an excel file of the raw data using the specified naming conventions could simply be added to the 

project folder and run using easy additions to the function inputs. This would reduce the amount 

of coding experience required and make this analysis more accessible for future use. 

Furthermore, after the basic analysis framework is run, if the user is comfortable with R, the 

figures and functions could be changed and customized as desired. For example, tissues can be 

added to or removed from the PCA, the order and sets of the UpSet comparisons can be modified 

and different pathways or annotations can be investigated using the heatmaps. This flexibility 

allows for the ability to highlight the key features of the dataset and design for publishable 

figures. However, it is important to note that the visualization techniques shown here are geared 

toward demonstrating the similarities and differences between many different ECM types. 
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Comparisons of fewer or more straight forward datasets may not benefit from creating a new 

script in R, which requires coding experience, when other existing software is available. 

All in all, using R to visualize clustering, intersections and key proteins demonstrates the 

power and customization that programming can bring to analysis of complicated discovery 

proteomics datasets and characterization of decellularized extracellular matrices. Programming 

the analysis in R ensures that large quantities of raw data are processed accurately and 

efficiently. In the context of decellularized ECM, the resulting figures illustrated how the 

universal decellularization protocol was able to generate products that retained key ECM 

proteins across all tissue types. Alongside other characterization methods, this supports the 

conclusion that the protocol did not disrupt the ECM across the different tissue sources, allowing 

it to be a feasible for use as a scaffold for wound healing. Additionally, the analysis also 

highlighted how each tissue retained unique proteins specific to the tissue source. Though more 

investigation into the in vivo response needs to be done, the proteomics suggest that even when 

using the same decellularization protocol, each decellularized ECM contains tissue specific 

proteins which may recapitulate cues found in native tissue. Using this analysis for new data sets 

would provide insight to how new decellularization protocols, which may be optimized for 

longer reagent durations, compare to characterized tissues and if the protocol removed tissue 

specific proteins or other desired ECM proteins.  
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CONCLUSION 

The mathematical and digital modeling of the bioreactor in Simulink and customized R 

script for the analysis of decellularized ECM shown here, illustrates how programming can help 

streamline each step in the decellularization process and build on existing knowledge. Though 

more experimentation is required to further verify and improve the model, it shows promise as a 

tool when developing protocols for new tissues or larger volumes. Based on the previous work 

done in the lab, it is known that the automated bioreactor can be used with a universal 

decellularization protocol (60-minute application of sodium deoxycholate and DNase) to process 

various tissue sources. This thesis further improves upon that protocol by introducing a model 

(Chapter Two) that can help predict the optimal duration of the reagent application. A 

preliminary experiment using an extended reagent duration can be run where the DNA release 

profiles are monitored. This data could then be taken into the Simulink model to estimate the rate 

constants and relevant parameters for response optimization. The optimization would provide a 

baseline for how long each reagent should be used to minimize the total run time and DNA 

content. Once the improved protocol is preformed, the end product could then be taken for 

characterizations like discovery proteomics and the resulting data could easily be added into 

programing frameworks for analysis (Chapter Three). These frameworks can be customized to 

provide standard figures that compare the protein content between new and existing tissue 

sources. While more work needs to be done to further generalize the R script described, the 

analysis methods demonstrate the ability for programming to help aid in analyzing large datasets 

to provide publishable figures.  
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DATA SOURCES AND CONTRIBUTIONS  

o The two absorbance 260 datasets for the DNA release profiles used for modelling have 

been published in: 

Mora-Navarro, C., Garcia, M. E., Sarker, P., Ozpinar, E. W., Enders, J. R., 

Khan, S., Branski, R. C., & Freytes, D. O. (2021). Monitoring decellularization 

via absorbance spectroscopy during the derivation of extracellular matrix 

scaffolds. Biomedical materials (Bristol, England), 17(1), 10.1088/1748-

605X/ac361f. https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-605X/ac361f 

o The discovery proteomics datasets from the universal decellularization protocol will be 

published in: 

Biehl, A. (2022). Platforms for Vocal Fold Tissue Engineering. Available from 

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global.  

Biehl, A., Martins, A. M. G., Davis, Z. G., Sze, D., Collins, L., Mora-Navarro, 

C., … Freytes, D. O. (2022). Towards a Universal Automated 

Decellularization System for the Derivation of Extracellular Matrix Materials. 

[Under Review] 

o Personal contributions to Biehl et al. (Towards a Universal Automated Decellularization 

System for the Derivation of Extracellular Matrix Materials) include helping conceive and 

perform the data analysis for discovery proteomics; generating the corresponding plots for 

Figure 3; and helping to write the results for that section.   
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Appendix A: MATLAB SCRIPTS 

A.1 MATLAB script for importing absorbance 260 data and prism fits 

%% Import Excel file of Raw abs260 data 
% Stores each data from each sheet in column of cell array 
%   - Column 1: ID (defines what data is extracted in the row) 
% row 1: sheet names 
% row 2: Full data 
% row 3: searches for 'pbs' case sensitive  
% row 4: searches for 'NaDeo' case INsensitive 
% row 5: searches for 'DNase' case INsensitive 
% row 6: searches for 'DNase2' case INsensitive 
  
% gets sheet names from file  
                                  % change file name here % 
sheets = ['ID',cellstr(sheetnames('102921_RawData.xlsx'))']; 
%Import Data into cell array 
for k=2:(numel(sheets)) 
  %Import full data table 
  sheets{2,1} = 'RawTable'; 
  sheets{2,k} = readtable('102921_RawData.xlsx','sheet',k-1,'PreserveVariableNames', true); 
  %Import PBS wash readings 
  Ind = find(contains(table2cell((sheets{2,k}(:,1))),'pbs')); 
  sheets{3,1} = 'pbs'; 
  if ~isempty(Ind) && Ind(1) > 1 
    sheets{3,k} = sheets{2,k}([Ind(1)-1;Ind],:); 
  elseif ~isempty(Ind) 
    sheets{3,k} = sheets{2,k}(Ind,:); 
  else 
    sheets{4,k} = []; 
  end 
  %Import NaDeo readings  
  Ind = find(contains(table2cell((sheets{2,k}(:,1))),'NaDeo_','IgnoreCase',true)); 
  sheets{4,1} = 'NaDeo'; 
  if ~isempty(Ind) && Ind(1) > 1 
      sheets{4,k} = sheets{2,k}([Ind(1)-1;Ind],:); 
  elseif ~isempty(Ind)  
     sheets{4,k} = sheets{2,k}(Ind,:); 
  else 
     sheets{4,k} = []; 
  end 
    %Import DNase readings 
  Ind = find(contains(table2cell((sheets{2,k}(:,1))),'DNase_','IgnoreCase',true)); 
  sheets{5,1} = 'DNase'; 
   if ~isempty(Ind) && Ind(1) > 1 
       sheets{5,k} = sheets{2,k}([Ind(1)-1;Ind],:); 
   elseif ~isempty(Ind)  
       sheets{5,k} = sheets{2,k}(Ind,:); 
   else 
       sheets{5,k} = []; 
   end 
  Ind = find(contains(table2cell((sheets{2,k}(:,1))),'DNase2_','IgnoreCase',true)); 
  sheets{6,1} = 'DNase2'; 
  if ~isempty(Ind) && Ind(1) > 1 
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      sheets{6,k} = sheets{2,k}([Ind(1)-1;Ind],:); 
  elseif ~isempty(Ind)  
      sheets{6,k} = sheets{2,k}(Ind,:); 
  else 
      sheets{6,k} = []; 
  end 
end 
  
clearvars -except sheets  
 
%% Normalize data and output to excel file 
% Sets start time and absorbance to 0  
% Excel file format :Each sheet should contain one set of data at A1 
  
Normdat = sheets; 
filename = 'NormData.xlsx'; 
for c=2:(size(Normdat,2)) 
    for r =3:(size(Normdat,1)) 
        if ~isempty(Normdat{r,c}) 
            Normdat{r,c}.Properties.VariableNames(2) = {'Time (min)'}; 
            %Find value of start time 
            time = Normdat{r,c}{1,2}; 
            %find mean abs260 value at time 0 
            norm = nanmean(Normdat{r,c}{1,3:end}); 
            %Remove norm value from all Reps   
            Normdat{r,c}{:,3:end} = (Normdat{r,c}{:,3:end}) - norm; 
            %Set time to start at 0 
            Normdat{r,c}{:,2} = (Normdat{r,c}{:,2}) - time; 
            EmpDat = convertvars(Normdat{r,c},@isnumeric,@NanEmp); 
            %Save as excel and csv file 
            writetable(EmpDat,filename,'Sheet',strcat(Normdat{1,c},'_',Normdat{r,1})); 
            writetable(EmpDat(:,2:end),strcat('NormCSV/',Normdat{1,c},'_',Normdat{r,1},'.csv')); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
clearvars -except sheets Normdat 
  
%% Import Fit from Prism  
% Normalized data was fit to model in prism 
% Fit values are imported along with relevant experimental variables 
  
%Load Prism results file 
FitVal = readcell('NormCSV/Results042322.txt'); 
%Initialize tables 
Fitdat = Normdat; 
FitTab = [{'Fig';'Reagent';'YM';'Y0';'k';'R squared'}]; 
  
%Define Mass, native DNA content and final DNA content 
m= [1000;1000;500;1000;500;1000;1000;1000]; 
nDNA= [11.1;7.1;11.1;11.1;7.1;7.1;11.1;11.1]; 
fDNA= [2.3;0.8;3.2;1.2;0.1;0.1;2.5;2.5]; 
Mass = table(Fitdat(1,2:end)',repmat({'Mass'},length(m),1),m,'VariableNames',{'Fig' 'Param' 'Val'}); 
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NatDNA = table(Fitdat(1,2:end)',repmat({'NatDNA'},length(nDNA),1),nDNA,'VariableNames',{'Fig' 'Param' 
'Val'}); 
FinDNA = table(Fitdat(1,2:end)',repmat({'FinDNA'},length(fDNA),1),fDNA,'VariableNames',{'Fig' 'Param' 'Val'}); 
  
%Insert empty rows 
row = 3;  
for r = 0:(size(Fitdat,1)-row) %For NaDeo and DNase 
    n=row+(r*2); 
    %add row to contain parameter data 
    Fitdat(n+1:end+1,:) = Fitdat(n:end,:); 
    Fitdat(n+1,:) = {[]}; 
    Fitdat{n+1,1} = strcat(Fitdat{n,1},'_Param'); 
    for c=2:(size(Normdat,2)) %For all sheets 
        %find sheetname from Results.txt 
         sheetname = find(strcmp(FitVal(:,1),strcat({'Nonlin fit of '},Fitdat{1,c},'_',Fitdat{n,1}))); 
         if ~isempty(sheetname) %Has data 
             %Initailize table 
             Fitdat{n+1,c} = cell2table(FitVal(sheetname+2:sheetname+5,1:2),'VariableNames',{'Param' 'Val'}); 
             %Get Prism Fit data 
             FitTab = [FitTab,[Fitdat{1,c};Fitdat{n,1};FitVal(sheetname+2:sheetname+5,2)]]; 
             %Get Experimental Data 
             Dur = cell2table({'Dur', Fitdat{n,c}{end,2}},'VariableNames',{'Param' 'Val'}); 
             T0 = cell2table({'T0', sheets{row+r,c}{1,2}},'VariableNames',{'Param' 'Val'}); 
             Tend = cell2table({'Tend', sheets{row+r,c}{end,2}},'VariableNames',{'Param' 'Val'}); 
             %Add to table 
             Fitdat{n+1,c} = [Fitdat{n+1,c};Mass(c-1,2:3);NatDNA(c-1,2:3);FinDNA(c-1,2:3);T0;Tend;Dur]; %Mass 
unused 
              
             %get wash times if applicable 
             if row+r >3 && ~isempty(sheets{row+r-1,c})&& ~isempty(sheets{row+r,c}) 
              Twash = cell2table({'twash', sheets{row+r,c}{1,2} - sheets{row+r-1,c}{end,2}},'VariableNames',{'Param' 
'Val'}); 
              Fitdat{n+1,c} = [Fitdat{n+1,c};Twash]; 
             end 
             %set NaN values 
             if iscell(Fitdat{n+1,c}.Val) 
                 Fitdat{n+1,c}.Val(cellfun(@ischar,Fitdat{n+1,c}.Val)) = {nan}; 
                 Fitdat{n+1,c}.Val = cell2mat(Fitdat{n+1,c}.Val);  
             end 
         end   
    end 
end 
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A.2 MATLAB script for plotting model with YM 

%% Run with Model with Fitted YM and Total DNA YM 
clc 
close all 
  
% Fixed Constants 
t0=0; 
ConversionFactor= 50; %Conversion factor from ABS 260 to [ug/ml] 
Reactor_Volume = 25; %ml 
hD2W =0.3; %Dry to wet ratio 
lD2W =0.2;  
highDNA = 14.5; %DNA concentration ug/mg dry weight 
lowDNA = 9; 
  
%Initialize array for figures  
pobj_ym = gobjects(2,size(Fitdat,2)-1); 
  
%For all datasets 
for c= Fitdat(1,2:end) 
    %Get column for dataset 
    col = find(strcmp(Fitdat(1,:),c)); 
     
    %Get data from table 
    NaDeoDat = Fitdat{5,col}; 
    NaDeoParam = Fitdat{6,col}; 
    DNaseDat = Fitdat{7,col}; 
    DNaseParam = Fitdat{8,col}; 
    
    %Get Mass and calculate total DNA ranges 
    Mass_ECM_wet = Mass{strcmp(Mass.Fig, c), 3}; %mg 
    lMass_ECM_dry = Mass_ECM_wet*lD2W;  
    hMass_ECM_dry = Mass_ECM_wet*hD2W;  
    lltotal_DNA =  lowDNA*lMass_ECM_dry; 
    hltotal_DNA =  highDNA*lMass_ECM_dry; 
    lhtotal_DNA =  lowDNA*hMass_ECM_dry; 
    hhtotal_DNA =  highDNA*hMass_ECM_dry;  
  
 %Get plotting Data 
    %FitDat row 6:NaDeo ; row 8: DNase 
    n_duration= NaDeoParam{strcmp(NaDeoParam.Param, 'Dur'), 2}; %Duration of the Sodium Doexycholate Step 
in min  
    d_duration=DNaseParam{strcmp(DNaseParam.Param, 'Dur'), 2}; %%Duration of the DNAse Step in min 
        
%For NaDeoxy 
    tnstop=t0+n_duration; %min 
    kn= NaDeoParam{strcmp(NaDeoParam.Param, 'k'), 2}; %Overall rate constant min^-1 
    y0n=0; % Initial DNA concentration [ug/ml] after PBS wash 
     
    %Time 
    T_n=t0:n_duration; 
     
    %Calculate YM and model results 
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    % 9ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    llymn=(lltotal_DNA/(Reactor_Volume))/ConversionFactor; %Max absorbance 
    llY_n=BioReactor_model(kn,y0n,llymn,T_n)*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    % 14.5 ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    hlymn=(hltotal_DNA/(Reactor_Volume))/ConversionFactor; %Max absorbance 
    hlY_n=BioReactor_model(kn,y0n,hlymn,T_n)*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    % 9ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    lhymn=(lhtotal_DNA/(Reactor_Volume))/ConversionFactor; %Max absorbance 
    lhY_n=BioReactor_model(kn,y0n,lhymn,T_n)*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    % 14.5 ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    hhymn=(hhtotal_DNA/(Reactor_Volume))/ConversionFactor; %Max absorbance 
    hhY_n=BioReactor_model(kn,y0n,hhymn,T_n)*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    %Prism Fit 
    ymn=NaDeoParam{strcmp(NaDeoParam.Param, 'YM'), 2}; 
    Y_n=BioReactor_model(kn,y0n,ymn,T_n)*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
     
%Get Twash 
    twash = DNaseParam{strcmp(DNaseParam.Param, 'twash'), 2}; 
  
%For DNAse 
    tdstop=tnstop+twash+d_duration; %min 
    kd= DNaseParam{strcmp(DNaseParam.Param, 'k'), 2}; %Overall rate constant min^-1 
    y0d=0; % Initial DNA concentration [ug/ml] after PBS wash 
     
    %Time  
    T_d=t0:d_duration; 
     
    %Calculate YM and model results 
    % 9ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    llDNA_left=lltotal_DNA-llY_n(end); 
    llymd=(llDNA_left/Reactor_Volume)/ConversionFactor; 
    llY_d=BioReactor_model(kd,y0d,llymd,T_d)*ConversionFactor*Reactor_Volume; 
    % 14.5 ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    hlDNA_left=hltotal_DNA-hlY_n(end); 
    hlymd=(hlDNA_left/Reactor_Volume)/ConversionFactor; 
    hlY_d=BioReactor_model(kd,y0d,hlymd,T_d)*ConversionFactor*Reactor_Volume; 
    % 9ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    lhDNA_left=lhtotal_DNA-lhY_n(end); 
    lhymd=(lhDNA_left/Reactor_Volume)/ConversionFactor; 
    lhY_d=BioReactor_model(kd,y0d,lhymd,T_d)*ConversionFactor*Reactor_Volume; 
    % 14.5 ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    hhDNA_left=hhtotal_DNA-hhY_n(end); 
    hhymd=(hhDNA_left/Reactor_Volume)/ConversionFactor; 
    hhY_d=BioReactor_model(kd,y0d,hhymd,T_d)*ConversionFactor*Reactor_Volume; 
    % Prism Fit 
    ymd=DNaseParam{strcmp(DNaseParam.Param, 'YM'), 2}; 
    Y_d=BioReactor_model(kd,y0d,ymd,T_d)*ConversionFactor*Reactor_Volume; 
     
 % Get Experimental Data for DNA content profiles 
    cend = size(NaDeoDat,2); 
    DNase = DNaseDat; 
    DNase.('Time (min)')= DNase.('Time (min)')+twash+tnstop; 
    ScatDat = [NaDeoDat;DNase]; 
    ScatDat.Mean = mean(ScatDat{:,3:cend},2,'omitnan','double'); 
    ScatDat.STD = std(ScatDat{:,3:cend},0,2,'omitnan'); 
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    ScatDat.SEM = ScatDat.STD./sqrt(sum(~isnan(ScatDat{:,3:cend}),2)); 
    
     
%Plot DNA profiles  
    x = ScatDat.('Time (min)')'; 
    y = ScatDat.Mean'*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    yneg = ScatDat.SEM'*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    ypos = ScatDat.SEM'*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
  
     
    pobj_ym(1,col-1) = figure('visible','on'); 
    %Set plot parameters 
    set(gca,'FontSize',16); 
    ylabel('DNA [ug]','FontSize',20); 
    xlabel('Time (min)','FontSize',20); 
    title(strcat(c,' (',num2str(Mass_ECM_wet),' mg)'),'FontSize',24); 
    ylim([0 inf]); 
    xlim([0 inf]); 
     
    %define x axis for wash 
    con_x = [T_n(end) T_n(end)+twash]; 
     
    %Plot 9ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,llY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,llY_d,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[140 190 215]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_lly = [llY_n(end) llY_d(1)]; 
    cpll= plot(con_x,con_lly,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[140 190 215]./255); 
  
    %Plot 14.5 ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,hlY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,hlY_d,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[150 200 202.5]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_hly = [hlY_n(end) hlY_d(1)]; 
    cphl= plot(con_x,con_hly,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[150 200 202.5]./255); 
     
    %Plot 9ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,lhY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,lhY_d,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[163 213 185.5]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_lhy = [lhY_n(end) lhY_d(1)]; 
    cplh= plot(con_x,con_lhy,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[163 213 185.5]./255); 
  
    %Plot 14.5 ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    hold on 
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    plot(T_n,hhY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,hhY_d,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[173 223 173]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_hhy = [hhY_n(end) hhY_d(1)]; 
    cphh= plot(con_x,con_hhy,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[173 223 173]./255); 
     
    %Plot Prism Fit 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,Y_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,Y_d,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','--','Color','b'); 
    hold on 
    con_y = [Y_n(end) Y_d(1)]; 
    cp= plot(con_x,con_y,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','--','Color','b'); 
  
    hold on 
    %Fill regions between profiles 
    patch([T_n fliplr(T_n)], [llY_n fliplr(hlY_n)], [147 197 207]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([con_x fliplr(con_x)], [con_lly fliplr(con_hly)], [147 197 207]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([T_d+tnstop+twash fliplr(T_d+tnstop+twash)], [llY_d fliplr(hlY_d)], [147 197 
207]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
     
    patch([T_n fliplr(T_n)], [hlY_n fliplr(lhY_n)], [156.5  206.5  194]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([con_x fliplr(con_x)], [con_hly fliplr(con_lhy)], [156.5  206.5  194]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([T_d+tnstop+twash fliplr(T_d+tnstop+twash)], [hlY_d fliplr(lhY_d)], [156.5  206.5  
194]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
     
    patch([T_n fliplr(T_n)], [lhY_n fliplr(hhY_n)], [166 216 181]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([con_x fliplr(con_x)], [con_lhy fliplr(con_hhy)], [166 216 181]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([T_d+tnstop+twash fliplr(T_d+tnstop+twash)], [lhY_d fliplr(hhY_d)], [166 216 
181]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
     
   %Error Bars 
   hold on 
   md= errorbar(x,y,yneg,ypos,'sb','MarkerSize',10,... 
   'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerFaceColor','black'); 
  
%Define Legend    
lgd = legend([cphh cplh cphl cpll cp md],'Model 14.5 ug/mg, 30% D:W','Model 9 ug/mg, 30% D:W','Model 14.5 
ug/mg, 20% D:W','Model 9 ug/mg, 20% D:W','Model Fitted Ym','Experimental 
Data','FontSize',16,'Location','Northeast','NumColumns',1); 
hold off 
  
%Save Figures 
saveas(pobj_ym(1,col-1),char(strcat('Figures/Ym/',c,'_1.pdf'))); 
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saveas(pobj_ym(1,col-1),char(strcat('Figures/Ym/',c,'_1.fig'))); 
  
  
% Get Experimental Data for Total DNA extracted plots  
  
    cend = size(NaDeoDat,2); 
    NaDeoend = mean(NaDeoDat{end,3:cend},'omitnan','double'); 
    DNase = DNaseDat; 
    DNase.('Time (min)')= DNase.('Time (min)')+twash+tnstop; 
    DNase{:,3:cend} = DNase{:,3:cend}+NaDeoend; 
    ScatDat = [NaDeoDat;DNase]; 
    ScatDat.Mean =  mean(ScatDat{:,3:cend},2,'omitnan','double'); 
    ScatDat.STD = std(ScatDat{:,3:cend},0,2,'omitnan'); 
    ScatDat.SEM = ScatDat.STD./sqrt(sum(~isnan(ScatDat{:,3:cend}),2)); 
  
%Plot Total DNA plots 
    x = ScatDat.('Time (min)')'; 
    y = ScatDat.Mean'*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    yneg = ScatDat.SEM'*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
    ypos = ScatDat.SEM'*ConversionFactor* Reactor_Volume; 
  
    con_x = [T_n(end) T_n(end)+twash]; 
     
    pobj_ym(2,col-1) = figure('visible','on'); 
     
    %Set Graphing parameters 
    set(gca,'FontSize',16); 
    ylabel('DNA [ug]','FontSize',20); 
    xlabel('Time (min)','FontSize',20); 
    title(strcat(c,' (',num2str(Mass_ECM_wet),' mg)'),'FontSize',24); 
    ylim([0 inf]); 
    xlim([0 inf]); 
     
    %Plot 9ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,llY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,llY_d+llY_n(end),... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[140 190 215]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_lly = [llY_n(end) llY_n(end)]; 
    cpll= plot(con_x,con_lly,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[140 190 215]./255); 
  
    %Plot 14.5 ug/mg, 20% D:W 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,hlY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,hlY_d+hlY_n(end),... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[150 200 202.5]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_hly = [hlY_n(end) hlY_n(end)]; 
    cphl= plot(con_x,con_hly,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[150 200 202.5]./255); 
     
    %Plot 9ug/mg, 30% D:W 
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    hold on 
    plot(T_n,lhY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,lhY_d+lhY_n(end),... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[163 213 185.5]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_lhy = [lhY_n(end) lhY_n(end)]; 
    cplh= plot(con_x,con_lhy,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[163 213 185.5]./255); 
     
    %Plot 14.5 ug/mg, 30% D:W 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,hhY_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,hhY_d+hhY_n(end),... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[173 223 173]./255); 
    hold on 
    con_hhy = [hhY_n(end) hhY_n(end)]; 
    cphh= plot(con_x,con_hhy,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','-','Color',[173 223 173]./255); 
     
    %Plot Prism Fit 
    hold on 
    plot(T_n,Y_n,... 
        T_d+tnstop+twash,Y_d+Y_n(end),... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','--','Color','b'); 
    hold on 
    con_y = [Y_n(end) Y_n(end)]; 
    cp= plot(con_x,con_y,... 
        'LineWidth',3,'LineStyle','--','Color','b'); 
  
    hold on 
    %Fill regions between profiles 
    patch([T_n fliplr(T_n)], [llY_n fliplr(hlY_n)], [147 197 207]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([con_x fliplr(con_x)], [con_lly fliplr(con_hly)], [147 197 207]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([T_d+tnstop+twash fliplr(T_d+tnstop+twash)], [llY_d+llY_n(end) fliplr(hlY_d+hlY_n(end))], [147 197 
207]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
     
    patch([T_n fliplr(T_n)], [hlY_n fliplr(lhY_n)], [156.5  206.5  194]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([con_x fliplr(con_x)], [con_hly fliplr(con_lhy)], [156.5  206.5  194]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([T_d+tnstop+twash fliplr(T_d+tnstop+twash)], [hlY_d+hlY_n(end) fliplr(lhY_d+lhY_n(end))], [156.5  
206.5  194]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
     
    patch([T_n fliplr(T_n)], [lhY_n fliplr(hhY_n)], [166 216 181]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([con_x fliplr(con_x)], [con_lhy fliplr(con_hhy)], [166 216 181]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
    hold on 
    patch([T_d+tnstop+twash fliplr(T_d+tnstop+twash)], [lhY_d+lhY_n(end) fliplr(hhY_d+hhY_n(end))], [166 216 
181]./255,'EdgeColor','none','FaceAlpha',.3) 
     
   %Error Bars 
   hold on 
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   md= errorbar(x,y,yneg,ypos,'sb','MarkerSize',10,... 
   'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerFaceColor','black'); 
  
%Define Legend 
lgd = legend([cphh cplh cphl cpll cp md],'Model 14.5 ug/mg, 30% D:W','Model 9 ug/mg, 30% D:W','Model 14.5 
ug/mg, 20% D:W','Model 9 ug/mg, 20% D:W','Model Fitted Ym','Experimental 
Data','FontSize',16,'Location','Northeast','NumColumns',1); 
hold off 
  
%Save figures 
saveas(pobj_ym(2,col-1),char(strcat('Figures/Ym/',c,'_2.pdf'))); 
saveas(pobj_ym(2,col-1),char(strcat('Figures/Ym/',c,'_2.fig'))); 
end 
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Appendix B: R SCRIPTS 

B.1 R script for proteomics analysis 

rm(list=ls())  
wd = getwd() 
 
#################################################################################################### 
### Installing and loading required packages 
#################################################################################################### 
 
list.of.packages <- 
 c( 
   "dplyr", 
   "readxl", 
   "factoextra", 
   "RColorBrewer", 
   "reshape2", 
   "UpSetR", 
   "ggplot2", 
   "VennDiagram" 
 ) 
new.packages <- 
 list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages()[, "Package"])] 
if (length(new.packages)) 
 ( install.packages(new.packages, dependencies = T)) 
#install.packages(list.of.packages, dependencies = T) 
lapply(list.of.packages, library, character.only = TRUE) 
 
if (!require("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) { 
 install.packages("BiocManager") 
 BiocManager::install("ComplexHeatmap") 
} 
#library("ComplexHeatmap") 
suppressPackageStartupMessages(library(ComplexHeatmap)) 
 
 
#################################################################################################### 
### Load functions and set variables 
#################################################################################################### 
#Set Colours for tissues 
Col8 = c( 
 "VFLP" = "#473A6D", 
 "SG" = "#4C6EB3", 
 "Lung" = "#288692", 
 "Heart" = "#840303", 
 "Skin" = "#F16D37", 
 "Muscle" = "#EF4137", 
 "Tendon" = "#B6A2CD", 
 "Meniscus" = "#48C7F2" 
) 
#Set Colour functions 
color_fun = c("steelblue1", "darkgoldenrod1") 
#Load ECM protein annotations 
ECM_anno = read_excel(paste0(wd, "/ECM_Proteins.xlsx")) %>% data.frame() 
 
# Functions --------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stats <- function(x) { 
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 N = length(x) 
 Mean <- mean(x, na.rm = TRUE) 
 SD <- sd(x, na.rm = TRUE) 
 SE <- SD / sqrt(N) 
 return(c( 
   Mean = Mean, 
   SD = SD, 
   SE = SE, 
   N = N 
 )) 
} 
#################################################################################################### 
### Import and Filter Data 
#################################################################################################### 
# Import Proteomics Files ------------------------------------------------------------ 
filenames <- list.files("Proteomics", pattern = "*.xlsx") 
Dat.Raw = list() 
for (file in filenames) { 
 name = gsub("-LFQ.*", "", file) 
 name = gsub(".*Collagen_", "", name) 
 Dat.Raw[[name]] = read_excel(paste0(wd, "/Proteomics/", file)) %>% data.frame() 
} 
Matnames = names(Dat.Raw) 
 
 
#Filter data 
#Initialize dataframes 
Dat.Filt = list() 
Mean.Dat = data.frame(Gene.Name = character()) 
Rep.Dat = data.frame(Gene.Name = character()) 
IdVars = c("Gene.Name") 
for (name in Matnames) { 
 #all files 
 Dat = Dat.Raw [[name]] 
 #Note rows with at least one absorbance value 
 Abs = grep("Abundances", colnames(Dat), value = T) 
 Dat$Found.in.Sample = 3 - rowSums(is.na(Dat[Abs])) 
 #Remove 0 Readings, Contaminated samples, no gene name 
 FiltDat = subset(Dat, 
                  Contaminant == FALSE & !Found.in.Sample == 0 & !is.na(Gene.Name)) 
 #Select Max Sum.PEP.Score for duplicated Genes 
 Dups = na.omit(FiltDat$Gene.Name[duplicated(FiltDat$Gene.Name)]) 
 DupDat = FiltDat %>% filter(Gene.Name %in% Dups) %>% group_by(Gene.Name) %>% 
   filter(Sum.PEP.Score == max(Sum.PEP.Score)) 
 FiltDat = FiltDat %>% subset(!Gene.Name %in% Dups) %>% rbind (DupDat) 
 Dat.Filt[[name]] = FiltDat 
 #Organize data for replicates 
 PCADat = FiltDat %>% subset(select = c(IdVars, Abs)) 
 colnames(PCADat)[colnames(PCADat) %in% Abs] = paste(rep(name, length(Abs)), seq_len(length(Abs)), sep = "") 
 Rep.Dat = full_join(Rep.Dat, PCADat, by = IdVars) 
 #Organize data for means 
 PCADat = FiltDat %>% subset(select = IdVars) 
 PCADat[paste0(name)] = FiltDat[Abs] %>% rowMeans(na.rm = TRUE) 
 Mean.Dat = full_join(Mean.Dat, PCADat, by = IdVars) 
} 
 
#################################################################################################### 
### PCA Analysis 
#################################################################################################### 
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#Format replicates dataframe for PCA 
GeneID = Rep.Dat[IdVars] 
PCAdf = as.data.frame(t(Rep.Dat[!colnames(Rep.Dat) %in% IdVars])) 
colnames(PCAdf) = as.character(GeneID$Gene.Name) 
 
#Find Z-score 
PCA.Stat = t(apply(PCAdf, 1, Stats)) 
PCA.Scale = PCAdf - PCA.Stat[, "Mean"] 
PCA.Scale = PCA.Scale / PCA.Stat[, "SE"] 
#Set NA values to 0 
PCA.Scale[is.na(PCA.Scale)] = 0 
#Remove replicate numbers 
PCA.Scale$Tissue = sub("[0-9]", "", rownames(PCA.Scale)) 
 
#Run PCA 
resPCA = prcomp(PCA.Scale[, GeneID$Gene.Name], scale = F, center = T) 
 
#Plot PCA 
Rep12.plot = fviz_pca_ind ( 
 resPCA, 
 axes = c(1, 2), 
 geom.ind = c("point"), 
 # show points only (but not "text"), 
 pointsize = 2, 
 pointshape = 19, 
 label = "ind", 
 invisible = "none", 
 habillage = PCA.Scale$Tissue, 
 palette = Col8, 
 title = paste("Universal Decell"), 
 repel = T 
) + 
 theme_bw(base_size = 14) + theme( 
   axis.text = element_text(size = 8), 
   axis.title = element_text(size = 12) , 
   plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5, size = 14), 
   legend.title = element_text(size = 12), 
   legend.text = element_text(size = 10) 
 ) 
#Plot contribution variables 
Rep_Contrib = fviz_contrib(resPCA, 
                          choice = "var", 
                          axes = 1:2, 
                          top = 6) + 
 theme_bw(base_size = 14) + 
 theme( 
   axis.text = element_text(size = 8), 
   axis.title = element_text(size = 12) , 
   plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5, size = 14), 
   legend.title = element_text(size = 12), 
   legend.text = element_text(size = 10), 
   axis.text.x = element_text(angle = 45) 
 ) 
 
# Print to pdf --------------------------------------------------------------- 
pdf( 
 paste0(wd, "/Plots/", "Universal_Decell_PCA.pdf"), 
 width = 8, 
 height = 5 
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) 
print(Rep12.plot) 
print(Rep_Contrib) 
dev.off() 
 
#################################################################################################### 
### UpSet Plot - https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/UpSetR/readme/README.html 
#################################################################################################### 
#Get Mean dataframe for Upset plot 
Upset.Dat = Mean.Dat 
#Set values to 0,1 for presence of gene 
Upset.Dat[!(colnames(Upset.Dat) %in% IdVars)] = ifelse(is.na(Upset.Dat[!(colnames(Upset.Dat) %in% IdVars)]), 0, 1) 
 
#Plot top 50 intersections with unique and universal intersections labeled 
Upset.plot = upset( 
 Upset.Dat, 
 order.by = "freq", 
 nsets = 8 , 
 nintersects = 50 , 
 mainbar.y.label = "Protein Intersections", 
 sets.x.label = "Proteins per Tissue", 
 empty.intersections = NULL, 
 number.angles = 90, 
 text.scale = c(14 / 10, 8 / 10, 12 / 10, 8 / 10, 12 / 10, 8 / 10), 
 set_size.angles = 90, 
 query.legend = "top", 
 queries = list( 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("VFLP"), color = Col8["VFLP"], active = T, query.name = "VF" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("SG"), color = Col8["SG"], active = T, query.name = "SG" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Lung"), color = Col8["Lung"], active = T, query.name = "Lung" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Heart"), color = Col8["Heart"], active = T, 
     query.name = "Heart" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Skin"), color = Col8["Skin"], active = T, query.name = "Skin" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Muscle"), color = Col8["Muscle"], active = T,  
            query.name = "Muscle"  
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Meniscus"), color = Col8["Meniscus"], active = T,  
     query.name = "Meniscus" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Tendon"), color = Col8["Tendon"], active = T,  
     query.name = "Tendon" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, 
     params = list("Lung", "Heart", "VFLP", "Skin", "SG", "Muscle", "Meniscus", "Tendon”), 
     active = T, query.name = "All" 
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   ) 
 ) 
 
) 
 
# Plot intersections for one two or all tissues with unique and universal intersections labeled 
Upset.plot.int.set = upset( 
 Upset.Dat, 
 sets = c("Lung", "Heart", "VFLP", "Skin", "SG", "Muscle", "Meniscus", "Tendon”), 
 keep.order = T, 
 empty.intersections = NULL, 
 number.angles = 90, 
 text.scale = c(14 / 10, 8 / 10, 12 / 10, 8 / 10, 12 / 10, 8 / 10), 
 set_size.angles = 90, 
 intersections =  list( 
   list("Lung"), 
   list("Heart"), 
   list("VFLP"), 
   list("Skin"), 
   list("SG"), 
   list("Muscle"), 
   list("Meniscus"), 
   list("Tendon"), 
   list("Lung", "Heart"), 
   list("Lung", "VFLP"), 
   list("Lung", "Skin"), 
   list("Lung", "SG"), 
   list("Lung", "Muscle"), 
   list("Lung", "Meniscus"), 
   list("Lung", "Tendon"), 
   list("Heart", "VFLP"), 
   list("Heart", "Skin"), 
   list("Heart", "SG"), 
   list("Heart", "Muscle"), 
   list("Heart", "Meniscus"), 
   list("Heart", "Tendon"), 
   list("VFLP", "Skin"), 
   list("VFLP", "SG"), 
   list("VFLP", "Muscle"), 
   list("VFLP", "Meniscus"), 
   list("VFLP", "Tendon"), 
   list("Skin", "SG"), 
   list("Skin", "Muscle"), 
   list("Skin", "Meniscus"), 
   list("Skin", "Tendon"), 
   list("SG", "Muscle"), 
   list("SG", "Meniscus"), 
   list("SG", "Tendon"), 
   list("Muscle", "Meniscus"), 
   list("Muscle", "Tendon"), 
   list("Meniscus", "Tendon"), 
   list("Lung", "Heart", "VFLP", "Skin", "SG", "Muscle", "Meniscus", "Tendon”) 
 ), 
 group.by = "set", 
 order.by = c("freq", "degree"), 
 mainbar.y.label = "Protein Intersections", 
 sets.x.label = "Proteins per Tissue" , 
 query.legend = "top", 
 queries = list( 
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   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("VFLP"), color = Col8["VFLP"], active = T, query.name = "VF" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("SG"), color = Col8["SG"], active = T, query.name = "SG" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Lung"), color = Col8["Lung"], active = T, query.name = "Lung" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Heart"), color = Col8["Heart"], active = T, 
     query.name = "Heart" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Skin"), color = Col8["Skin"], active = T, query.name = "Skin" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Muscle"), color = Col8["Muscle"], active = T,  
            query.name = "Muscle"  
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Meniscus"), color = Col8["Meniscus"], active = T,  
     query.name = "Meniscus" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, params = list("Tendon"), color = Col8["Tendon"], active = T,  
     query.name = "Tendon" 
   ), 
   list( 
     query = intersects, 
     params = list("Lung", "Heart", "VFLP", "Skin", "SG", "Muscle", "Meniscus", "Tendon”), 
     active = T, query.name = "All" 
   ) 
 ) 
  
) 
 
# Print to pdf --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
pdf( 
 paste0(wd, "/Plots/", "Universal_Decell_Upset.pdf"), 
 width = 8, 
 height = 4 
) 
print(Upset.plot) 
print(Upset.plot.int.set) 
dev.off() 
 
#################################################################################################### 
### ECM Heatmaps - ComplexHeatmaps 
#################################################################################################### 
#Get 0,1 dataset used for UpSet plots 
HM.Dat = left_join(ECM_anno, Upset.Dat, by = "Gene.Name") 
HM.Dat = HM.Dat[order(HM.Dat$Gene.Name), ] 
 
#Format into matrix 
HM.mat = as.matrix(HM.Dat[-c(1:2)]) 
rownames(HM.mat) = HM.Dat$Gene.Name 
 
#Plot Heatmap 
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HM.plot = Heatmap( 
 HM.mat, 
 col = color_fun, 
 #Hide row dendrogram 
 show_row_dend = FALSE, 
 #Space row and columns 
 row_split = HM.Dat$ECM_Proteins, 
 #Set axes and legend titles 
 column_title = "Tissue", 
 row_title = "ECM related proteins and sub-units", 
 column_title_side = "bottom", 
 row_title_side = "right", 
 name = "Presence", 
 #Set font sizes 
 row_names_gp = gpar(fontsize = 8), 
 column_names_rot = 45, 
 column_title_gp = gpar(fontsize = 12), 
 row_title_gp =  gpar(fontsize = 12), 
 column_names_gp = gpar(fontsize = 8), 
 #Set plot size 
 width = unit(6, "mm") * ncol(HM.mat), 
 height = unit(2.5, "mm") * nrow(HM.mat), 
 #Add annotations 
 right_annotation = rowAnnotation( 
   foo = anno_block( 
     gp = gpar(fill = "lightgrey"), 
     labels = c( 
       "SECRETED FACTORS", 
       "ECM REGULATORS", 
       "PROTEOGLYCANS", 
       "ECM-AFFLILLIATED PROTEINS", 
       "ECM GLYCOPROTEINS", 
       "COLLAGENS" 
     ), 
     labels_gp = gpar(col = "black", fontsize = 8) 
   ), 
   width = unit(4, "mm") 
 ) 
) 
 
# Print to pdf --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
pdf( 
 paste0(wd, "/Plots/", "Universal_Decell_HM.pdf"), 
 width = 8, 
 height = 17 
) 
print(HM.plot) 
dev.off() 


